The FRIENDS National Center for CBCAP will identify evidence and practice-based strategies for creating an authentic prevention mindset that results in positive actions at the community, state, and national levels.
What’s your idea for igniting a prevention mindset?

How can you contribute to a transformation that embraces prevention across systems?
Everyone has a sheet of folded tissue paper like this.
Write your idea for igniting a prevention mindset on the card provided.

write your exciting message here! What might it be??
Put your message on the folded paper.
Roll it up.

write your exciting message

[Hand holding a paper with a note saying 'write your exciting message']
Tape it.
Tie both ends (tight)
Pass the popper to the person to your right.
Grasp each end of the popper and hold tight. Now pull!
Share the idea in the opened popper

Discuss the ideas with your table mates and be prepared to share a few ideas with the whole room.
Place your card on the vision board at the front of the room.